
In the warm, sweaty afterglow of Seven Stages, the entirety of the artistic body that makes up
the company, and our audience collectively working our way through Shakespeare’s canon,
the question that has come up most frequently (and which I absolutely
adoreSLASHappreciate) is “What did you learn?” 
 
The initial response (that has become the standard response) is “We learned about the Echoes
that resonate throughout the plays”. The ShakesBEERience encore for several years has been
about a single character (or thematic characters amalgamated into one human) and their
journey through a number of plays. We’ve had a hand in selecting that character and those
plays. This year, with the plays being selected by the audience, our quest became to discern
what the story this group of plays is telling. 
 
Hearkening back to what we learned from the canon (boom) and those Echoes, we shifted the
plan from a massive group of actors like years past, to a controlled* ensemble of 23 artists and
echoes of performances past…with some reprising roles they’ve played, others getting shifted
around in plays they’ve been in and now in different roles, evolutions of “concepts” from
previous experiments, and brand new ideas. Like an Echo, today is the same and different. The
words we've said and heard bounced off shifting architecture- becoming something familiar
and distorted. Old and New. Here and Gone. 
 
We’ve collected lessons learned. We've reopened books that have been read and desire re-
reading. We've codified things we want to learn more about and are here. 
 
To Play.
To Learn. 
To Grow. 
 
To you and yours, 
From all of us and all of us, 
Our Gratitude for your Time.
 
~d
Dan Beaulieu, Co-Founder & Artistic Director
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